In this issue we have two conference articles. First, Doug Williams’ opening plenary entitled *Mathematics Education is not an Enigma*. This was a long and interesting session, so we will feature it in two parts, with part 2 published in MT231. The other piece is the mid-conference plenary by Barbara Ball, Kath Cross and George Knights, entitled *Cockcroft 30 Years On*.

As the July issue was a Geometry Special it is perhaps unsurprising that we have several articles with a Number and Algebra theme. Daniele Vasile worked from her students’ starting point for *Algebra Student-generated equations*, and then asked them to come up with a difficult equation – surprising things happen when students are invited to be inventive and creative. In MT229, *What is the risk of major surgery?* Geoff Faux wrote a quick response to the new draft National Curriculum for Mathematics, taking a broad overview. Ian Thompson writes a response where he considers the detail of what *The Draft National Curriculum for Primary Mathematics* might mean in terms of pedagogy. What are the positives, and what are the more negative aspects of the documentation. What might be your view, as a classroom teacher who will have to work with the proposals? What impact might the detail in the document have in your classroom, what might it mean for your learners?

Anne Watson takes an analytical look at division, and why it can pose problems for teachers in *Division - the sleeping dragon*. Mark Mitchell presents a view on *BODMAS in BODMAS R.I.P.?... Long live BODMUP* and suggests we should change the well used acronym!

There is a problem from Dietmar Kuchemann in *Maths Medicine – 2*. The solution can be found on-line. Helen Williams, a former editor of the journal, is conducting a research project and shares some of her findings thus far in: *To what extent might role play be a useful tool for learning mathematics*? - our feature article.

You will find two more classroom based articles. The first, from Cosette Crisan, entitled *What is the square root of sixteen?... Is this the question?* The second is written by Amanda Rusholme, and is entitled *Does project work suit all pupils?* This considers a new way to develop project work in the classroom. Readers might recognize echoes of the article, in MT228, by Alf Coles and Gemma Banfield entitled *Creativity and mathematics: using learning journals*.
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